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Some Cardinality Questions for Flat Modules and Coherence 
C. U. JENSEN 
All rings considered in this paper will be associative with an identity 
element and all modules will be unitary. In Section 1 we shall consider some 
questions concerning the representation of a flat module as a directed union of 
flat submodules with a prescribed number of generators, in particular give 
a partial solution of the problem of determining those rings for which any flat 
module is a directed union of finitely generated projective submodules. In 
Section 2 we shall consider some questions about the weak dimension of 
power series rings over von Neumann regular rings. 
1. \Yhile it is well knon-n that a flat module is a direct limit of free modules 
[13] very little seems to be known about corresponding questions for directed 
unions. The following theorem map to some extent be considered as an 
analogue of Kaplansky’s Theorem [10] that a projective module over any 
ring IZ is a direct sum of countably generated modules; here, bon-ever, 
“countable” has to be replaced by a cardinality dependent on R. 
If N is any cardinal number R is called left X-noetherian if any left ideal 
can be generated by X elements, and R is called left X-coherent if any left ideal 
generated by N elements is X-presented i.e. has the form F/K, where F is free 
and both F and K generated by X elements. 
(i) R is left &,Voethevian. 
(ii) K is left Et-coherent and R has a classical ri’ht quotient ring 0 which 
is left prrfecf. Then am-flat left R-module is a directed union of X;SeneratedLflat 
SUh?~lOdUlPS. 
’ Special cases of (i) can also be obtained as consequences of :I result in a forthcom- 
ing paper by B. Osofsky. 
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b) For ally cardinal nunihev K, fey whick the j&t ordinal 0, of cardinulity N, 
is wgular (i.e. N, is strictly greater tha?l NH\’ sum of less than N, card&al nuv~bevs 
C: X, , cf. [S]), there exists u conmutatke X,-A\Toethevian ring R and a jlat 
R-tnodule u&ch is not a directed uniorl of fiat szrbwodules generated by less than 
X\‘, elements. In particular, since there exists arhitrwi~ large rqulav ordinals thee 
mists IIO “unizwsal” cardinal uumbev N AXC/I that .fhv qy ritq auy jlat module 
is a direrted uniou of &getwatetl Jut sub~nodules. 
I’wvoq/: In a) \ve shall consider only (ii) since (i) is the caaier one of the two 
cases. If -4 is a flat left R-module the natural mapping R -->Q .jR A is 
injectivc and Q 8.~~ A is a flat Icft Q- module. ‘I’hcrcforc, since Q is left perfect, 
0 <j R --I is left Q-projcctivc and hence contained in a fret Q-module F. 0 is 
R’s right quotient ring, so (;, and I+’ arc directed unions of finitelp generated free 
left R-modules. ‘I’his implies that any finiteI>- generated sub-R-module of 
.TJ is contained in a finitely generated free A-mod&. 
\Ve ha\e to show that any &gcncratcd submodule U of a-1 is contained in 
an K-gencrated flat R-mod& C C .1. Let .jb,,j bc a family of generators of R, 
C’arilja~ N and let 
be a corresponding resolution of B. \\.e claim that K is Et-generated. 
Obviously, K uJ Ker yJ where qJ is the restriction of p to GncJ R, and J 
i runs through all finite subsets of (n,. Gcncrall!; for an infinite set of cardinalit! 
N the set of all finite subsets has cardinality X. Since X . i? -~= X it s&ices to 
show that Rer y’J is X-generated for any finite ./. Im ~1~ is a finitely generated 
submodule of 13 and hence contained in some iinitc free R-module. By an 
argument similar to one in [9], R left &coherent implies that Ker (Do is 
N-generated. 
That h7 is K-generated means that the relations between the generators h, 
of B can be generated by at most x relations. Let 
~~b,~ i ... ,- r,,b, = 0 
be any gcncrating relation. Since A is R-flat by [/] Cor. 1 p. 43 there exist 
elements b, ,..., 6,,, E il such that 
Let R, bc t!w submodulc of .! generated by U and ail the b’s constructed 
as above for each of the at most K gcncrating reiations. B, is X-generated and 
any relation between elements of B can be sol\-cd in the sense of [I] in B, . 
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Repeating this process on B, WC obtain an &generated submodule B, Z A 
such that any relation betbveen elements of B, can be solved in R, Continuing 
this m-a! we get an ascending chain of %gcncrated submodules of .-! 
(J :m WI1 B, is X-generated and each relation between elements in c’ can be 
solved in C. Hence C is R-flat. 
To prove b) let Q, denote the first ordinal of cardinality x,> and consider 
0 as the well ordered set of all ordinals --a < ~2,. Let G be the corresponding 
lexicographically ordered direct sum of K,, copies of the rationals 0 regarded 
as an additive group with its usual ordering. For the subset G’m of positive 
elements of G wc have G -7. G mm_ G and, since Q, is regular it is easily 
checked that no subset of cardinaky < Xi is cofinai in G I in its reverse order. 
By a classical result of Krull [/I] there exists a field K and a valuation 3 of K 
with G as its value group. Let R bc the corresponding valuation ring, and let 
(I be the ideal of R consisting of all elements Y E R for which E(Y) Y- y, where 
y is some fixed positive element in G. Set i? = R/a and let k : 1n;‘a bc the 
maximal ideal of n. We claim that fi is R-flat. In fact, for anv relation between 
elements in Iit 
wc have for the corresponding representatives in R 
Since G+ + Gf = G’ there exist elements m E m and Y E R for which 
V(T) > y and 
R is a valuation ring, so any ideal of R, in particular nt is R-flat. Hence there 
are elements sij , tj E R, wz: E m, I .,< i < v, 1 <j < II, for which 
II LL 
ml = c s,jm,* m = C tjmj* for all i 
I=1 p=1 
,F; yisij -t rtj = 0 for all j. 
Passing from R to K we get 
111, & s,,jn, for all i 
i I,\‘,, -- 0 for- all ,; 
i 1 
i.e. iii is R-flat. 
R is N,l-Noetherian and nt cannot be generated by less than x,: elements, 
since no subset of cardinalitv x X, is cofinal in G in its reverse order. The 
~ - 
proof of b) will be complete if WC show that a nonzero ideal i!i of R, b C iii 
cannot bc R-flat unless 6 tn. In fact, choose an element b E b, b $ 0; for 
a representative B in R vve have 0 -: .?(/I) . y. Let 8 be an arbitrary element 
in GI and choose s E R such that z(s) y e(b) I s. 
Since SO 0 and 6 is R-flat there exist 6, ,..., /I,, E I; for which 
6 = v,b, -1 ... r,,b,, ) ii; ‘ 0, I‘::i 72. 
For the corresponding representatives in R \ve have 
h r,b, ~I *** I~- YJ,, -: 1 ?J(Y) I, y 
T(S) + z(r;) I> y for 1 L i n, 
and hence c(T,) -... a(b) -- 6 for I i H. This implies that v(bi) <;I 6 for 
at least one i, since otherwise “(Y$;) >z v(b) for all i and thus by the axioms 
for a valuation z(z!, yihi + I’) y which is a contradiction. Since 6 was 
arbitrary in G-e, 6 .::-: iii. 
iYe shall conclude this section by giving a partial answer to the following 
question (raised by Grothendieck, communicated to the author by D. Lazard): 
For which rings is any flat module a directed union of projective submodules ? 
‘I’~reow.al 2A. -AnyJut left R-module is a directed union offinite<,generuted 
projertiw submodules ;f R satisfies one of the follo&ng conditions 
(i) R is semi-prime, kft mtd right Noetheviun and gl. dim R 2. 
(ii) R is commutatrke with no injinite sets of orthogonal idernpotents and R 
2:s directed union of A’oetheviajr subritzgs R, , g1. dim ii, 2 such that 
R,; is a jlat R,-module when R, -? R, . 
Pvooj. Let us first assume that (i) is satisfied. From [7] it follows that R 
has a left ancl right classical quotient ring Q which is semi-simple ilrtinian. 
If A is a flat left R-module the natural mapping .3 + I_:, ,(> ,< A is injcctive. 
Since 9 is semi-simple Artinian, Q ‘>lR .-I is projective view-cd as a left 
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Q-module and consequently contained in a free left Q-module F, which (as in 
the proof of Theorem 1 a) is a directed union of finitely generated free left 
R-modules F, . In other words one has A-1 L uu F,, ; hence =Z = lJA (A n Z$) 
and it therefore suffices to pro\-e that .-I n F, is a finitely generated projective 
R-module. Since F, is finitely generated and R is left Noetherian, ~1 n F, is 
tinitely generated. 
From the two exact sequences (with the obvious mappings) 
and w.gl.dim R ..- gl.dim R 2 WC conclude that A nF, is a flat left 
R-module. But a finitely generated flat left module over a left Noetherian ring 
is projective. ([3] es. 3 p. 122.) Next, let us assume that (ii) is satisfied. R has 
no infinite sets of orthogonal idempotcnts, so R is a direct product of finitely 
many indecomposable rings Rj Since R is a directed union of flat extensions 
of coherent rings it follows from [I] ex. 12 p. 63 that R is coherent and since 
‘Ior commutes with direct limits w.gl.dim Zi + 2. These properties must also 
hold for each of the direct summands R, Let a be any nonzcro clement of R, 
From the exact sequence 
0--*Ann(a)+ R,- R,a -0 (*I 
and w.gl.dim R :< 2 we conclude that Xnn(N) is flat; since R, is coherent, 
iInn is finitely presented and therefore ([Z] Car. 2 p. 140) projective. By 
localization we see that for any maximal ideal ut we must have either 
(Ann(a)),,, = 0 or (Rp),,, : 0. Hence (R,a),,, is (R,),,,-projective for all nt and 
thus b!- [I] (th. 1 p. 138) R,a is R-projective and (“) is split exact. R, has only 
trivial idcmpotents, so Ann(N) = 0 and I-?; is therefore an integral domain. 
It is easily checked that R; satisfies the conditions in (ii), so it is no restriction 
to assume that R is an integral domain. If .-I is a flat R-module and (_, the 
quotient field of R, .-l is embedded in Q e R .-I which is a fret Q-module; 
consequently ,-I Cr Git,Q _ (1) 0’?’ -:= 0 for each i in the index set 1. \Vc have _
to show that for any finite set a, ,..., n,, of elements in A there exists a finitely 
generated projective submodule C 2 A containing ~zi ,..., u, . If 0, is the 
quotient field of R,l we have Q -7 (Jn Q,z and thcrcforc for some finite subset 
JLZandanuwehavea, ,..., a,EGiGJQ, . . (L’ Since R is a Noetherian domain 
of global dimension . 2 we conclude as in (i) thit there exists a finitely 
g&rated projective R,-module B such that ur ,..., a, E B, B h -4 and 
B C &&(i). 
‘\‘iwed as an R-module R m:G;R B is finitel\ _ generated and projectiw. Let 
RB denote the smallest sub-R-module of d containing B. The mapping 
r iiy’b + rh is obviously surjcctive. Using that R is a flat R&-module it is 
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readily checked by the aid of [I] C or. I p. 43 that the mapping is also inject&. 
Hence RR is a finitely generated R-projective submodule of &3 containing 
a, ,...I 4, . 
COROLLARY. If R is a principal ideal domain, any flat R[X]-module is a 
directed union of finitely generated free submodules. If R is the ring of algebraic 
integers in any finite or in$nite algebraic number field, any j7at R[X]-module 
is a directed union of finitely generated projectire submodules. 
Proof. The first statement follows from [1.5], and the second follows b!- 
writing R as an ascending union of rings of integers in finite algebraic number 
fields. 
Remark 1. The assumption in (ii) about the idempotents is essential. 
The ring R consisting of all eventually constant sequences of rational numbers 
is hereditary and an ascending union of semi-simple Artinian rings, but R/nt, 
where m is the ideal of all sequences containing only finitely many non-zero 
elements, is a nonprojective, simple flat R-module. 
Remark 2. The propert! of a mod& of being a directed union of finitely 
generated projective submodules is not inherited by direct summands as is 
she\\-n by the following (essentially \vell-known) example. Let R be the ring 
of all real-valued continuous functions 011 the unit interval and (I the ideal of 
all functions vanishing in a neighborhood of zero. It can bc shown that 11 is 
R-projective, but not a directed union of finitely generated projective 
submodules (not even finitely generated flat submodules). Since a is projective, 
a is, of course, a direct summand of a directed miion of finitely generated 
projective modules. 
l’hcrc is another class of rings for \\ hich an!’ flat module is a directed union 
of finitely generated projective submodulcs; recall that a semi-fir (local fir) [4] 
is a domain \vith invariant basis number for which any finitely generated left 
ideal is free. The following result has kindly been communicated to the author 
by P. 11. Cohn. 
THEOREM 213. Any flat left module oaer a semi-$r R is a directed union of 
finitely generated free submoduh. 
Proof. Since w.gl.dim R :< 1 for a semi-fir R, any submodule of a flat 
R-module is flat. It therefore suffices to show that any finitely generated flat 
left R-module A is free. Let ai , 1 ‘-: i ‘:. n, he a minimal set of generators 
for A. \\:e shall show hy induction on n that there is no nontrivial relation 
between the a, Assume there exists a relation 
C riai = 0 
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where I’~ + 0 for at least one index i. Since Zz is 
1 :: i :’ ~2, 1 < j < nz, bj , 1 .:;j < 111 such that 
R-flat there exist sij E R, 
ui = 1 si3b; for all i 
, 
for all j. 
Since c/1 f 0 , sl, # 0 for at least one,j, sa!.j = 1. If we set sil = si , 1 < i < II, 
then 
1 r,s, == 0 
is a nontrivial relation between the ~~ . By [4] Theorem 2.6 there exists an 
unimodular matrix P =: (pi,) such that 
1 r,pij -= 0 
for at least one index j, say j = 1. 
(4 
Let P-l = (pi?) be the (tu-osided) inverse of I’. The elements di = Cpij a, , 
I c:: i .: n will form a minimal set of generators for ,4. From (1) we obtain 
C, (xi r,pij) dj = 0. Since P is unimodular 2 ripij f 0 for somej. Thus (2) 
implies that there is a nontrivial relation bctwecn the (tz - 1) elements 
dj ) 2 : i -: ?z, which form a minimal set of generators for the module they 
generate. This gives the dcsircd contradiction, since by the inductive 
assumption there is no nontrivial relation between (II - 1) such elements. 
B,~~zple. As shown by Cohn in [4] the ring of polynomials in any number 
of noncommuting variables over a field (i.e. a fret associative algebra) is a fir. 
Hence any flat module over such a ring is a directed union of finitely generated 
free submodulcs. For a ring of polynomials in any (finite or infinite) number 
of commuting variables over a field it follows from Theorem 1 (ii) and [I] 
cx. 12 17. 63 that any flat module is a directed union of countably generated 
flat submodules. It is unknown whether “countably generated” can be 
replaced by “finitely generated” (apart from the case where the number of 
1 ariables is -:- 2, (Theorem 2A)). 
2. U.hile it is well known for Xoetherian rings R that gl.dim R[[X]] = 
w.gl.dim R[[X]] = gl.dim R + 1 -= w.gl.dim R + 1 almost nothing seems 
to be known about power series rings in the nonnoetherian case. \Ve shall here 
consider formal power series over rings R for which w.gl.dim R =:: 0 (i.e. R 
is regular in the sense of von Neumann), specially for Boolean rings. It will 
be convenient to consider generalized power series with exponents in a fully 
ordered group (short f.o. group); more precisely, if G is any f.o. group and G+ 
its positive elements and R an arbitrary ring, then R[[G+]] is the ring of all 
formal powers of ,Ti with coefficients in R and exponents well ordtred subsets 
of G -. If R is a field, R[[G-]] hecomes 3 valuation ring. ‘1’11~ foilovving 
proposition concerns the case I\ herLt K is a i (in Scumann regular ring. 
I’:-c)otJ’, Since R[[G']] is not \.on Scumann regular. it sutlicos to sho\r tirat 
an): tinitelv generated idcal in R[[C' ]] is principal and has an annihilator 
which is the principal ideal generated 17~ an idempotcnt. 
To prove that any finitely gcncratcd ideal is principal 11 c note that K being 
a von Scumann regular ring is a suhring of a complete direct product of fields 
KC,- R n, 0, 1,et.f' xi I-1-F andf” ~~ xl r:&\-’ lx: two power series in 
R[[G']] xchere CY runs through some \\ell ordered subset of G . Since R is 
van Seumann regular T,: and r: can be \britten as i-: II :e; and I’ :’ u’~e~~ chew 
zi: and n’: are units and et and e’: idcmpotcnts. 
11-C Ciaiin that 
R[[G']] ..f' R[[G ]] .f n 4~~11 ..f (’ 7 
whereJ x,x (f,: ~ ~1 ~ t:c’:) .Y’. 
To sho~v this we obserw that R[[G ]] is the subring of the complete 
product n, Q,[[G+]] consisting of all elements for which the union of the 
exponents is a \;ell ordered subset of G ‘I‘his implies that 
fi[[G II ..1 ’ R[[G ]] . j” f?[[G ]] ‘, 
ix. tticrc exist povvcr scrims ‘<r , ,<? , /!r . ii2 in R[[G ]] for \vhich 
Kl.f’ i ,q2i” i; j ,f. i; 17 f’ f- . ii, 
Sill,, ii K and R is self-injcctive, R is 3 dirlet summand of R, regarded as 
an R-module. ‘raking t!le R-components of tile coefficients of & , fi2 . /;1 , /i2 
we obtain power series ,yr , ,y2 , h, ? /I? in R[[G+]] such that 
‘This shows (“‘), and hence any finitely generated ideal in R[[Gt]] is principal. 
It remains to he shown that the annihilator of any power seriesfis generated 
by an idempotent. IVritc .f as ,f .-: C, u,,e,S~ where u, is a unit and e,, an 
idempotent. Since R is self-injectivc the idempotents of R form a complete 
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Boolean algebra (cf. [12] 2.4), and a direct computation shows that 
4nn( f ) --:: R[[G~‘-]] inf\{( 1 - e,):. 
Remark. There is no similar result for power series rings in more 
variables. This is connected with the fact that the rings of weak dimension .; 1 
can be defined by elementary scntcnccs (for this notion see [.5], Chap. V), 
while this is not the case for higher dimensions. 
For the next throrem we shall need the following 
L~tilnzx. Let I7 be the complete diu.rct product vf a family of $elds kwi , i t I, 
and let R he any subrirg of I? contair& all atomic idempotr?tis in K (i.e. 
e~elFw2tS for WhiCh one conlponent is 1 rind nil other comn~onrF2fs arc 0). For an 
element k” E IT let supp(i) be the set of all i E Ifor zchich the ith component is f 0. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
I). L-is a,Rat R-modr~le. 
2). The lattice (aiezced as a sublattice of the Boolean a&bra of all subsets 
of 1) genel,atcd by the subsets supp(r), Y E R, is complemented, i.e. for any Y E R 
there p.Yist jinitely n/a+J elements r1 ,..., r,( E R such that (J?l SUITS -m= 
I: supp(‘). 
3). The masimal ring of quotients of R is ajat R-module. 
l’roqf. L!sing [I] ((“or. 1 p. 43) 1) C> 2) can be verified by direct computa- 
tions (similar to those in Section 1) which we shall omit here. 
I) -:s- 3). Since l? is an injective R-module, it is easily checked that i; 
contains a copy of R’s marimal ring of quotients Q. Basic facts about the 
maximal ring of quotients can be found in [IL?]. The singular ideal of R is zero, 
so ,O is self-injective and van Neumann regular, and regarded as an R-module, 
Q is R’s injective envelope. Thcrcforc, if j? is R-flat, so is 9, since Q is an 
R-direct summand of 1:. If 0 is R-flat, so is l? since K (and indeed any 
Q-module) is Q-flat. 
‘~IIEOREN 3. For a Boolean Cng R the following conditions are equiz:alent: 
1) R is self-in..ecfiz:e. 
2) w.gl.dim R[[Gi-I] : 1 and R[[G-I] zs co rrent fw awy f.o. group G. h 
3) R[[Gl]] is coherentfor any f.o. group G. 
If we moYeozer assume that R, aiezced as a Boolean algebra, is atomic, each of the 
follozci,lCy corzditious are equicalent to 1 ), 2) and 3): 
4) The classical ring of quotieats of R[[G+]] is aon :\~eumann regular $0~ 
any f.o. group G. 
5) w.gl.dim R[[G’]] -= 1 for any f.o. Cyoup G. 
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Proof In view of the preceding proposition it suffices to prow 3) => 1), 
2) -:, 4), 4) Z- 1) and 5) =:- I). 
3) =:- 1). Since a Hoolean ring is self-injcctive if and only if it is complete 
as a Boolean algebra [2], we have to show that any set ip-3 of elements has an 
infimum in R. There exists a f.o. group G for which G’~ contains a well 
ordered subset A equivalent to {e,) (cf. the proof of Theorem 1 1,). A,1 may 
serve as an index set of {e,;. If R[[G+]] . 1s coherent, the annihilator of 
J X& (1 ~~ e,) 3 is finitely- generated. The R-idcal generated by the 
constant terms in Ann(f) is nY Rc, . Any finitely generated ideal in R is 
principal, hence & Rc, is principal, and th(, generator is inf{e,}. 
2) 1 4). A coherent commutative ring of weak dimension C’ 1 is semi- 
hereditary [I] (C’or. 2 p. 140), and a semi-hereditary ring has a von Neumann 
regular classical ring of quotients [6]. 
4) => 1). If I is the set of atoms in R, then R is a subring of the complete 
product niel (Z& and R[[G-]] is a subring of niEIZ,[[Gi-]], . Since R is 
atomic, an element in R[[G+]] 1s a zero-divisor in R[[Gi]] if and (only if) it 
is a zero-divisor in niFI Ze[[Gt]lz , whose classical quotient ring thus contains 
the classical quotient ring 0 of R[[G.]]. ‘I’1 lis implies that any idempotent in 
Q belongs to R. 
For a given set {e,; of idcmpotents in R let G bc a f.o. group containing 
a n~ell c:rclcrcd subset A of positive elements equivalent to {pa}. Consider 
J’ zaGA (1 ~~ e,>) SL> E R[[G-I]. If 0 is regular there exist nonzero-divisors _ 
N, b E R[[G’]] and an idempotcnt P such that .f c . (i/b; clearly A%nn(f) : 
R[[Gt]]( 1 e) and hence R(l C) = n, Re.. and 1 ~~~ P P: inf{e,:. R is 
thus wmplete, viewed as a Boolean algebra. 
5) : I). If I is the set of R’s atoms, then, as before, R[[G+~]] is a subring 
of I*l,il %,[[Gl]]. All atomic idcmpotcnts in the latter ring belong to R[[G-I], 
becal:se K is atomic. Let C be ;I f.o. group for which G’ contains a v;ell 
orticrcc! subset of cardinality _ (‘arc!(R). Jn the terminology of the proccding 
lemma any subset of 1 is the support of ;!n element in R[(Gl]]. Since R[[G+]] 
is a subring of n,,:, K, where K, is the quotient field of Z:,[[G!~]], the lemma 
shox\s that the maximal quotient ring cxf R[[G ]] is a flat extension. 134 [14] 
this, in connection with w.gl.dim R[[G’]] I, implies that R[[GI]] is 
semi-hyrcc!itary, in particular coherent. This holds for all sufliciently large 
f.o. groups G, hcncc the proof of 3) =- 1) :h 5 ows that R is self-injcctive. 
Zh?a~li. ‘i’hc author dots not kno\\- \\ hether 5) 2 2) holds v.ithout the 
condition that R be atomic. I-Io~.evrr, it is easy to give examples of 
commutati\:e noncoherent rings of v,exk dimension 1 ; for instance, the 
subring R of the complete product 13; Q[S] generated by the sequence 
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(X, 0, X, 0 ,...) an a se d II q uences consisting eventually of constants is such an 
example. 
For ordinary power series Theorem 3 has an analogue which we state 
without proof. 
THEORE~L~ 3’. For a Boolean ring R the following conditions are equivalent: 
1) R is &-complete (i.e. any countable set in R has a supremum and an 
injimum). 
2) w.gl.dim R[[X]] = 1 and R[[Xj] is coherent. 
3) R[[X]] is coherent. 
If moreover R is atomic with countably many atoms, then each of the 
following conditions are equivalent to I), 2) and 3): 
4) The classical quotient ring of R[[X]] is von Neumann regular. 
5) w.gl.dim R[[X]] = 1. 
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